
I AM... A Benjamite?

Intro welcome brothers and sister friends and enemies thank you for coming to another broadcast of 
Signs and Wonders I am your Host Dawid Yacob Maccabeus coming to you live from Sweden today 
according to the Gregorian Calendar is January 26 2010 now I say 2010 not 2011 because we will not 
enter the new year until the proper ending of the Months.

Word Of Pray:
Heavenly Father first and for most I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to your 
Children. For giving me the wisdom to articulate your message. Thank you for all my new friends that 
you guided my way to let me know your work is not in vain. I ask you to keep my heart humble 
because only a humble heart can seek your wisdom. I ask you to bless those that heart this message 
today, so that it changes there heart to let them know that we have the POWER to change our destiny 
and be the people you called us to be. I also PRAY THAT YOU BOUND AND BIND any demonic 
being or force that desire to interupt this broadcast. I say this prayer in the name of AHYAH my YAHU 
YAHUWAH the Father or YAHUSHUAH, Hallelujah Hallelujah Hallelujah

If I have time at the end of this broadcast I would like to speak about another break thru for those that 
want to get back to the true times of the Sabbaths. I found within the Dead Sea Scroll a Calendar on 
page 348 of a Book Called “The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English”  I found that the Hebrews, our 
ancestors followed a 30 day Calendar. What is special about this Calendar is that on the first Day of the 
Month is a Full moon and on the Last Day of the Month is a Full Moon and 14 days after the first moon 
is a DARK MOON and three days after that is a NEW MOON. Now what this means is that they 
followed a 360 day 6 year cycle and a 364 day cycle which means we are at a moment in time when the 
Hebrews are going to get back there Sabbaths right before 2012, 2018 and 2019. Okay if time permits 
we will speak about this at the end of this broadcast.  

Before I begin this study I would like to lay the foundation. “I am...a Benjamite?” what do I mean by 
this title? Now if you recall all know that I AM that I AM is the name of The Most High YAHU. So is 
YAH in the Benjamites? Why would I ask this questions? The Benjamites are pillars in scriptures right? 
The youngest son of YACOB the baby. All the sons of YACOB are to look after Benjamin, because he's 
that baby right? Well after this study you will see Benjamin in a different light. Now those of you who 
feel you are of the tribe of Benjamin, you really need to research history to see if you are who they say 
you are. Okay before I start lets start with a few moment in history that give us insight into the 
direction of the Seed of Benjamin.

First we have the first King of Israel a Benjamite, The right hand of the tribe of Yahudah the 
Benjamites. Where ever Yahudah goes the Benjamites are there. Mordici and Esther Benjamites 
defenders of the Jews the creators of Purim. Saul of Tartus A.k.A PAUL the apostle the witter of almost 
all of the New Testament a Benjamite. And lets not forget Menelaus the High Priest the first Benjamite 
to sit in the seat of the HIGH PRIEST position. That is only reserved for the Levites. Now if many of 
you are unfamiliar with this usurper let me introduce you. Because this brothers and sisters changed the 
game. Because once you have the religion of a NATION you got the NATION. Now before I explain 
who this Usurper Priest named Menelaus is let me give you a brief history. Now I tell you this so you 
can rethink the events that surrounded the death of our Messiah YAHUSHUAH. To begin I want to 
read a few scriptures from the Book Of Maccabeus:

2Ma 3:1  Now when the holy city was inhabited with all peace, and the laws were kept very well, 
because of the godliness of Onias the high priest, and his hatred of wickedness, (Who is Onias?)



2Ma 3:4  But one Simon of the tribe of Benjamin, who was made governor of the temple, fell out with 
the high priest about disorder in the city. (Who is Simon?)

2Ma 3:5  And when he could not overcome Onias, he gat him to Apollonius the son of Thraseas, who 
then was governor of Celosyria and Phenice, 

2Ma 3:6  And told him that the treasury in Jerusalem was full of infinite sums of money, so that the 
multitude of their riches, which did not pertain to the account of the sacrifices, was innumerable, and 
that it was possible to bring all into the king's hand. (Let me explain!)

Simon the Benjamite was at odds with  Onias the High Priest of the line of Levi. He wanted control of 
the Temple in Jerusalem. This dispute leads to the murder of Onias. Onias has a son that will succeed 
him, but his youngest son named Jason usurps the seat and makes his self High Priest. He becomes a 
Hellenize pawn for Greece. So this is political keep this in mind. This cause two things to happen a 
second Temple is built-in Egypt and remains there until 66 AD, and a war starts that create the 
Hassmonians Dynasty lead by Judah Maccabeus. This is why I use the name  Maccabeus, to remind 
people of this event. Now like I said, this caused the Hebrews under Judah Maccabeus to revolt. 

Now during this time Jason the son of Simon the Levite Usurps his brother's position as the Priesthood 
of the Temple. Then we have Jason's brother Onias the IV the legitimate High Priest goes to Egypt, 
builds a Temple and continues the duties under the Levitical line. Mean while in Babylon we have 
another Benjamite named Menelaus makes his self High Priest for 10 years he pollutes the temple 
plunders the treasures and Hellenize Jews. This is the  Menelaus the Benjamites I am referring to. Then 
history tells us that a ray of false hope comes in the name of Alcimus another Hellenize Jewish High 
Priest. Alcimus comes out of no where like Obama. But since he comes from the tribe of Levi all the 
people accept him. Dose this sound familiar. Most likely Alcimus was Black this will make sense as 
we continue. 

Alcimus is so corrupt that he plunders the Temple of its riches, murders people and gets the only real 
hope Judah Maccabeus killed. He eventually is removed by death. Alcimus was so bad that the Most 
High took him out. Now after he is removed there is a vacancy for SIX years, but history tells us of a 
person named the “Teacher Of Righteousness.” we learn of him from the Damascus Document found 
in the Dead Sea Scrolls. He has a very important purpose that we ALL NEED TO RESERACHER. I 
think this is a very important Key.

Here is a very Brief overview of The Teacher Of Righteousness:
The Teacher of Righteousness is a figure found in some of the Dead Sea Scrolls at Qumran, most 
prominently in the Damascus Document (CD). This document speaks briefly of the origins of the sect, 
probably Essence , 390 years after the Babylonian exile and after 20 years of 'groping' blindly for the 
way "AHYAH... raised for them a Teacher of Righteousness to guide them in the way of His heart" 
(CD 1:9-11). The Teacher has the proper understanding of the WORD, being the one through whom 
YAH would reveal to the community “the hidden things in which The Seed Of Yacob had gone astray” 
(CD 3:12-15). He also is an inspired interpreter of the prophets, as the one “to whom YAH made 
known all the mysteries of the words of his servants the prophets” (1QpHab 7:5). 

The exact identity of the Teacher is unknown. He served as High Priest but was subsequently ousted by 
Jonathan Maccabeus. In 1 Maccabees, no High Priest is named for the period from the death of  
Alcimus in 159 BCE to the claiming of the position of High Priest by Jonathan on the authority of  



Alexander Balas in 152 BCE (1 Macc 10:18-20). What this last sentence means is that they did not 
write about him because they did not want us to know about him. He was usurped by the Greeks most 
likely murdered. This incident created the split between the Religion and most likely creating the 
Sadducee and the Pharisaic.  

Who is Alexander Balas?
Alexander Balas (Greek Ἀλέξανδρoς Bάλας), ruler of the Greek Seleucid kingdom 150-146 BC.
So this was political at this time everyone was being Hellenized.

So the Hassmonians thru Jonathan Maccabeus take the seat of the High Priest after six years. So now 
we no longer have the Levites in the High Priest Position. This is extremely important to comprehend. 
Also something very important happened her with THE TEACHER OF RIGHTGEOUSNESS.  We 
then read that the Hassmonians are usurped by the Edomites under King Herod. King Herod installs 
Joazar ben Boethius 4 BC (a Sadducee), and the last of the Hebrew Seed of YACOB is totally usurped 
by the Seed of Esau known as King Herod the Edomite whom converted to Judaism. Now what this 
means is this. When they say the JEWS killed the Messiah yes this is true, but not the Hebrews of the 
Seed of Yacob. It was the Usurper JEWS take a second look and see for your self. 

Okay let's get back to the tribe of Benjamin. Now keep in mind all this hell was caused by the Seed Of 
Benjamin. I believe I found out why. This lesson is going to expose a lot so if you have a recorder. It 
would be a good idea to start them now....Okay

The Promise to Abraham:

To begin we first have to understand the main priorities of the Tribe of Yacob? We can find this in the 
book of Genesis 15:16 it was one of the first times we here about how the seed of Yacob will clean the 
land for The Most High.

And it Read:

Gen 15:1  After these things the word of the LORD came unto Abram in a vision, saying, Fear not, 
Abram: I am thy shield, and thy exceeding great reward. 

Gen 15:12  And when the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell upon Abram; and, lo, an horror of 
great darkness fell upon him. 

Gen 15:13  And he said unto Abram, Know of a surety that thy seed shall be a stranger in a land 
that is not theirs, and shall serve them; and they shall afflict them four hundred years; 

Gen 15:14  And also that nation, whom they shall serve, will I judge: and afterward shall they come 
out with great substance. 

Note: 1864 is not freedom | Jim Crow 1940s | 13 Million Abortions | Prisons

Gen 15:15  And thou shalt go to thy fathers in peace; thou shalt be buried in a good old age. 
Gen 15:16  But in the fourth generation they shall come hither again: for the iniquity of the Amorites 
is not yet full. 
Gen 15:17  And it came to pass, that, when the sun went down, and it was dark, behold a smoking 
furnace, and a burning lamp that passed between those pieces. 



Gen 15:18  In the same day the LORD made a covenant with Abram, saying, Unto thy seed have I 
given this land, from the river of Egypt unto the great river, the river Euphrates: 

Gen 15:19  The Kenites(Amelakites), and the Kenizzites, and the Kadmonites, 

Gen 15:20  And the Hittites, and the Perizzites, and the Rephrase 

Gen 15:21  And the Amorites, and the Canaanites, and the Girgashites, and the Jebusites.

Now notice these 10 nations. These are the people that The Most High wants the seed of Yacob to up 
root. You will notice these names re occurring many times. YACOB is in this present position because 
of the events that follow. Now one word to place in that back of your mind is (Revenge) this will be 
clear as we move on.

Now lets read Genesis 15:16 one Again: 

Gen 15:16  But in the fourth generation they shall come hither again: for the iniquity of the Amorites 
is not yet full. 

Lets take a look at this Verses: First lets see when is the fourth generation? First ask yourself a question 
if your son or daughter is your 2nd generation then your grandchildren are the 3rd and your great-
grandchildren are the 4th right? Okay if this is the case then lets count the generation of Abraham to find 
this prophecy. Okay so we have Abraham, Issac, Yacob, Levite, Amram and Moses. Now lets take a 
look at Yahshua, we have Abraham, Issac, Yacob, Ephraim, Nun and Yahshua. So we can see that 
Moses and Yahshua represent the seed of the 4th generation. Okay now notice how this verses says “the 
iniquity of the Amorites is not yet full” this is one of the most powerful yet overlooked lines in the 
bible. The firist question is this. Why are the Amorites singled out? We have 9 other nations, but the 
Amorites are singled out. These are clues to this story. Also what about this word INQUITY. 

Take a look at what this means. 
But before I read this you should know that the Amorites are also a KEY. When I say KEY this means 
place this in your wisdom because this will unlock a lot of deceptions that have enslaved us.

INQUITY: STRONG'S 5770 says refer 5869 To watch (With Jealousy) next 5771 says perversity, evil, 
fault, Mischief, Punishment of Iniquity, Sin. 5477 says To dwell to Gather, Sexually (Cohabitation in 
brackets) Duty of Marriage. So when I put this together it tells me, To watch with Jealousy, To be evil 
full of mischief, To be perverted to sexually cohabit, to dwell, gather and Marry. Now this will have a 
lot more meaning when we get back to the tribe of Benjamin. 

Well lets filter this word out one more time to see if it means, what I think it means. Lets put this word 
thru the Ancient Hebrew Filter, So we take the STRONGS we find the Hebrew Number, of the WORD 
which is 5770 we then take the letters and we get. SHADE WATCH KNOW | ADD SECURE HOOK | 
COUNTINUE HEIR SEED  | Okay now we can use what we are told with what our ancestor say to see 
how these characters match what is said. We see words like WATCH, KNOW as in knowledge ADD 
SECURE and HOOK as in bonding to hook like a fish. We also see words like Continuous, Heir and 
Seed as in Children or  Cohabitation, Union Marriage. (Place that word SHADE in your wisdom)

 Okay now lets read Genesis 15:16 :



 Gen 15:16  But in the fourth generation they shall come hither again: for the iniquity of the Amorites 
is not yet full. 

So the sexually perverted  mischievous evil Amorites will gather dwell cohabit and marry someone?
INTRESTING!

So who are the Amorites?

STRONGS 567:  Probably a patronymic from an unused name derived from H559 in the sense of 
publicity, that is, prominence; thus a Mountaineer; an Emorite, one of the Canaanitish tribes: - 
Amorite. Place that word Mountaineer in your Wisdom!

Okay so STRONGS tell us to go to H559 and it says A primitive root; to say (used with great latitude): 
- answer, appoint, avouch, bid, boast self, call, certify, challenge, charge, + (at the, give) command 
(ment), commune, consider, declare, demand, X desire, determine, X expressly, X indeed, X intend, 
name, X plainly, promise, publish, report, require, say, speak (against, of), X still, X suppose, talk, tell, 
term, X that is, X think, use [speech], utter, X verily, X yet. 

Now I did not get much out of this so STRONGS forces me to dig deeper: First I break down the 
Babylonia Hebrew into the Ancient Hebrew Filter and here is what I get:

STRONG, POWER, LEADER , | CHAOS, MIGHTY, BLOOD, | FIRST, BEGGENING, TOP | 
WORK, THROW, WORSHIP | Now when ever I see this combination of letter it reminds me of a god 
or a deity. This combination of Ancient Hebrew characters can be found in many names that represent 
the Angelic Being spoken about it the book of Enoch. Now lets see what Hastings Dictionary says 
about the Amorites:

Hastings page 27:

AMORITES.—An ancient people whose presence can be traced in Palestine and Syria and also in 
Babylonia. From Deut 3 chapter' it appears that their language differed only dialectically from 
Canaanite, which was Hebrew. This view is confirmed by many proper names from the monuments. 
They were accordingly of the same race as the Ganaanites. Contract tablets of the time of Hammurabi 
(b.c. 2250) show that Amorites were in Babylonia at that time:  Now Keep in Mind the Amorites are of 
Hamitic origin. HAM | CANNAN | AMORITES this is very important.

Now lets take a look at this section in Deuteronomy:
Deu 3:1  Then we turned, and went up the way to Bashan: and Og the king of Bashan came out against 
us, he and all his people, to battle at Edrei. 

Deu 3:2  And the LORD said unto me, Fear him not: for I will deliver him, and all his people, and his 
land, into thy hand; and thou shalt do unto him as thou didst unto Sihon king of the Amorites, which 
dwelt at Heshbon. 

Deu 3:8  And we took at that time out of the hand of the two kings of the Amorites the land that was 
on this side Jordan, from the river of Arnon unto mount Hermon; 

Deu 3:9  (Which Hermon the Sidonians call Sirion; and the Amorites call it Shenir;) 



Deu 3:11  For only Og king of Bashan remained of the REMNANT of giants; behold, his bedstead 
was a bedstead of iron; (is it not in Rabbath of the children of Ammon? )nine cubits was the length 
thereof, and four cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a man. “Now this word REMNANT is not 
to be overlooked.” Also notice Rabbath of the Children of Ammon RABBATH is a lost book.
Now this Kings Bed was 18 feet long and 6 to 7 feet wide. SHAQ would look like a little boy next 
to this guy.

Deu 3:13  And the rest of Gilead, and all Bashan, being the kingdom of Og, gave I unto the half tribe 
of Manasseh; all the region of Argob, with all Bashan, which was called the land of giants. “Now 
notice half tribe of Manasseh” Whom is calling themselves Manasseh?
 
Okay now lets complete this definition from Hastings Dictionary page 27:

And it reads:

Because of the identity of their proper name, it is believed that the Amorites were identical in race with 
that Semitic wave of immigration into Babylonia which produced the FIRST DYNASTY OF 
BABYLON 

Now this line is a Huge CLUE. The Amorites are the Babylonians. Now place your mind on the 
captivity.

Paton holds that an Amoritic wave of migration over ran Babylonia and the Mediterranean coast about 
B.C. 2500, but Johns (Expos.,April, 1906, p. 341) holds it probable, also on the basis of proper names, 
that the Amorites were in both Babylonia and the West before the time of Sargon, b.c. 3800. About B.C. 
1400 we learn from the el-Amarna tablets that the great valley between the Lebanon and Anti- Lebanon 
ranges, which was after wards called Coele-Syria, was inhabited by Amorites, whose prince was Aziru.

At some time they seem to have over run Palestine also, for in the E document they are regarded as the 
pre-Israelitish inhabitants of the mountain-land of Palestine, whom the Hebrews conquered (cf. Nu 
13^9, Jos 248- "). This was also the view of the prophet Amos (2'- ">), and, in part, of Ezekiel (16». «). 
The J document, on the other hand, regards the Ganaanites (wh. see) as the original inhabitants of the 
country. As the J document originated in the southern kingdom and the E document in the northern, 
some have inferred that the Amorites were especially strong in Northern Palestine but even the J 
document (Jg l^*- ") recognizes that the Amorites were strong in the Valley of Aijalon. In Jg 1» 
'Amorites' is probably a corruption of 'Edomites.' (So G. F. Moore in SBOT.) Both J (Nu 323») and 
E (Nu 21") represent the trans-Jordanic kingdom of king Sihon, the capital of which was at Heshbon, 
and which extended from the Amon to the Jabbok, as Amoritic, and several later Biblical writers 
reflect this view. This kingdom was overcome by the Israelite when they invaded Canaan. After the 
Israelite conquest the Amorites disappear from our view.  George A. Barton. 

(Notice “from our view” So where are they?)

Physical Characteristics of the Amorites (Now really pay attention)

In Num_13:29 the Amorites are described as mountaineers, and in harmony with thins, according to 
Professor Petrie's notes, the Egyptian artists represent them with fair complexions, blue eyes and light 



hair. It would, therefore, seem that they belonged to the Libyan race of northern Africa rather than to 
the Semitic stock. In western Asia, however, they were mixed with other racial elements derived from 
the subject populations, and as they spoke a Semitic language one of the most important of these 
elements would have been the Semites. In its general sense, moreover, the name “Amorite” included in 
the Babylonian period all the settled and civilized peoples west of the Euphrates to whatever race they 
might belong.

Okay now hold on. How did the Amorites form Canaan to Ham turn from Black to White? Were did 
this transformation come from? Now stay with me.

Now I spend a lot of time on this Verses in Genesis 15:16 because it will tie this who study together. 
Now one more time:

 Gen 15:16  But in the fourth generation they shall come hither again: for the iniquity of the Amorites 
is not yet full. Now what is “NOT YET FULL”

FULL from H 8003 which means Complete or Whole for example a “FULL MOON” now I added the 
full moon to make a point. Now what else dose FULL mean: H 7999 Okay now this is interesting:

Note: (Remember word are hidden with in words. Keep in mind the occult translated our scriptures.)

A primitive root; to be safe (in mind, body or estate); figuratively to be (causatively make) completed; 
by implication to be friendly; by extension to reciprocate (in various applications): - make amends, 
(make an) end, finish, full, give again, make good, (re-) pay (again), (make) (to) (be at) peace (-able), 
that is perfect, perform, (make) prosper (-ous), recompense, render, requite, make restitution, restore, 
reward, X surely.  

Now take your mind back to the founding of ISRAEL in 1948. Is there peace? Are they dwelling in 
safety? Have they made amends? Are they Restored?  If you read Genesis 15: 1- 21 with new eyes you 
will see that this prophecy is for this moment in time. I want you to write down these two dates 2018 
and 2019. now place these dates in you wisdom. I will speak about them later they tie everything 
together.

NOTE: RESTORED connects to the 5 kings of the AMORITES:

Now time dose not permit me to really break this down, but let me just say this. I found all of this 
information from Just one Verses in Genesis 15:16 just one line from the WORD of our father and 
still, I do not have the time to really break this down.

This should be 45 Minutes Mark into The Broadcast:
The name Jesus and Yahshua:

Okay now to really get an understanding of the prophecy we have to go to the seed of the 4th 

generation and we find this in Deuteronomy and The Book Of Yahshua. 

Now this is very interesting:
Many people do not realize the Yahshua and Jesus are the exact same name. There is a very telling 



reason why the translators decided to distance these two names from each other. So before I get into the 
Book Of Yahshua, I am going to use this opportunity to clarify a few things about this name Jesus. Now 
I Pray that I am not miss understood. If something I say here makes you upset I ask that you email me, 
so we can come to an understanding. Now this is one of those things that really gets me heated. The 
lack of common sense and the ease to deceive our people continues to amaze me. Now I am going to 
continue with Benjamin, but this ties in to the study. If we knew the Jesus and Yahshua are the same 
name we would have paid more attention to the Book Of Yashua. Because Yahshua is another Key for 
our understanding. I mentioned this before in other broadcast, but today I want to be clear.
First let me tell a short story:  
Many years ago I was saved by the name JESUS CHRIST. I was baptized a Pentecostal Christian April 
19 1992. I have a Baptism Certificate from SHILOH PENECOSTAL HOLINESS CHURCH of 
Jacksonville North Carolina. Now that was 18 years ago. If someone would have told me 18 years ago 
that I was worshiping a pagan JESUS what do you think my response would be?  Now to me JESUS 
meant the truth the way the light, and in my mind and in my soul my spirit I knew this to be true. 
Because the spirit speaks beyond this FLESH. Now this is vital to understand. We have to think about 
what the name JESUS represented to ALL OF US.

As Hebrew that has been awakened to the deception you now have an understanding of this name. 
Some of us only have an understanding in the technical sense, but in the spiritual many of us are 
missing the mark. What do I mean? We will never save or wake up the ones we love unless we 
understand what it means to be meek. The essence of the name JESUS is not vanity. How many souls 
did this name Save? We know that there was more at work here then this name Jesus. It is what the 
name represents. Even though they hid the name they could not hold back the power. Think about it. 
How do you describe the Sun to a blind man? Have you ever tried to look into the Sun? All of use are 
blind when we look into the SUN right? A blind man dose not need the sense of sight to know the sun 
is there. Because the rays of the SUN express it's truth. The TRUTH is its Warmth. The TRUTH is its 
power its AWE, its essence, and we do not have to open our eyes to know it's there. Because we FEEL 
it. 

So when we attack this name JESUS we don't understand that essence of this name transcends the 
technical. Just as The Most High AHYAH our YAHUWAH created the SUN his SPIRIT the SPIRIT of 
AHYAH is represented as JESUS. Now I am not saying that this name Jesus should be elevated, don't 
get it twisted, because this name was an attempted to deceive and divide. What I am saying is that this 
name still represents the ESSENCE of the spirit of AHYAH to those that have not yet been blessed 
with the knowledge of the skilled understanding of  his TRUE name. So the point is this now that we 
are BLESSED with a higher understanding of this NAME it is vital that we do not loss this point. Jesus 
is YAHUSHUAH and YAHUSHUAH is Jesus to those that are not YET familiar with the Technical. So 
when we attack JESUS those that are still a sleep FEEL that we are attacking the spirit, the essence of 
The Most High, and this is very dangerous.

 Mar 9:42  And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in me, it is better for him 
that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the sea. 

“These little ones that believe in me” So did you believe in the Messiah when you were baptized? 

Rom 10:14  How then shall they call on him in whom they have not believed? 
Did you believe? I know I did. And in time he reviled to me his true name YAHUSHUAH.
And how shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard? 
We can't expect them to know something that they where never taught.



And how shall they hear without a preacher? 
The Priest of the most high the peculiar treasure are to teach and make known. That's it. We live by 
example. My sister is still PENECOSTAL HOLINESS, but are relationship is good. I told them about 
this they did not receive it. So I know the challenges, but I also know once my sister hears of me from 
someone else then she will listen. Because this message is of love not of hate.  

It is not that complected. Because the same SPIRIT that I found and you found before we even know 
what a Hebrew Israelite was live in them. We just have to show them the way. 

Mat 5:5  Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth. 

Okay now I speak about this name JESUS because the creation of this name was no accident. This 
name was meant to cause division and confusion, and when we argue about it we have fallen for the 
deception. 

Okay now  take a look at this from Wikipedia this will tie into what this broadcast is about and 
prove my point:

And it reads:

The English name Joshua is a rendering of the Hebrew language YUD HEY WAW SHIN AYIN יהושע 
Now that is 5 characters that did not change from the old or the new. "YAHU SHUA", meaning 
"YAHUAH is salvation", (YAHUWAH is salvation) from the Hebrew root WAW SHIN AYIN ישע, 
means "salvation", "to deliver/be liberated", or "to be victorious".[3][4] The vocalization of the second 
name component may be read as HUSHUA or Hosea ( gע hהוש) - the name used in the Torah before Moses 
added the divine name (Numbers 13:16).[5] Now so even this Wikipedia article can not deny the truth. 
Joshua and Jesus are the same name.

Now when you have time do a search on the name Jesus in the Strongs and follow the trail and it will 
be clear as day that the name Yahshua was known, because they knew how to spell it and say it. All 
they had to do was look at the Book Of Yahshua it comes right after the 5 books of Moses. 

Okay now lets continue with this Wikipedia article:

"Jesus" is the English of the Greek transliteration of "Yehoshua" via Aramaic. In the Septuagint, all 
instances of the word "Yehoshua" are rendered as "Ἰησοῦς" (Iēsoūs/Jesus), the closest Greek 
pronunciation of the Aramaic ישוע, "Yeshua" (Hebrew word #3443 in Strong's, Neh. 8:17).[6][7] 

Now did you catch that let me repeat this so that it is clear:

"Jesus" is the English of the Greek transliteration of "Yehoshua" via Aramaic. In the Septuagint, all 
instances of the word "Yehoshua" are rendered as "Ἰησοῦς" (Iēsoūs/Jesus), the closest Greek 
pronunciation of the Aramaic ישוע, "Yeshua" (Hebrew word #3443 in Strong's, Neh. 8:17).[6][7] 

So the Septuagint translators decided to take away the obvious and give us the name  Iēsoūs which 
became JESUS. Now the next question should be who were the ones that created the SEPTUAGINT? I 
wonder if they where the same ones that gave us the folktale that created PURIM?

Okay now lets get back to The Book Of Yahshua:



Now take a look at what Wikipedia says about Yahshua:

Joshua (Hebrew: gע sהושtי Y'hoshuʿa; Greek: Ἰησοῦς, Arabic: يوشع بن نون Yusha ʿ ibn Nūn), is a minor 
figure in the Pentateuch, figuring in the narrative of the spies (Num 13-14) and in few passages as 
Moses's assistant.[1] He turns to be the central character in the Hebrew Bible's Book of Joshua. 
According to the books Exodus, Numbers and Joshua, he became the leader of the Israelite tribes after 
the death of Moses; his name was Hoshea the son of Nun, of the tribe of Ephraim, but Moses called 
him Joshua, (Numbers 13:16) the name by which he is commonly known; and he was born in Egypt 
prior to the Exodus, and was probably the same age as Caleb, with whom he is occasionally associated.

Now notice how this is written. Joshua a minor figure in the Pentateuch. Notice the word minor he has 
a whole book contributed to him, he leads the children of Yacob thru the wilderness with Moses. He 
create the land which is known as Israel by leading the battle that destroy the Giants and Wikipedia the 
window for the World Wide Web calls him a MINOR figure in the Torah. If he is so minor then ask 
yourself this question Mr. Wikipedia would ISRAEL be ISRAEL with out YAHSHUA? 

I bring your attention to this Wikipedia article to show you how they feel about Yahshua. You will see 
the reason why he is not added to the Torah. Moses name is throughout the whole Book Of Yahshua, 
but this book is not one of the 5 books they hold sacred. I wonder Why?

Now in the Book Of YAHSHUA we get the complete story of how the Amorites and the other 9 nations 
where defeated and how they bond themselves to the Hebrews. 

Here is the an audio file this is based on chapter 9 of Book Of YAHSHUA: 

Here is a little Detail:

At this Point Yahshua is cleaning house the seed of Yacob cross the river Jordan and continue the wars 
that where started with Moses. After 40 years they cross the river and a new generation is born and the 
people continue Genesis 15: 1 – 21.

Also the children of Yacob made peace the people of Gibeon they where now servants of  the house of 
YACOB. Keep in mind the people of Gibeon at this time are from the nation of Hivites this means they 
are Canaanites. HAM | CANAAN | HIVITES

Now remember this verses from:
 
Gen 9:26  And he said, Blessed be The Most High YAH of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant. 

Now look at this from a Book Called  After the Flood:

The genealogy of  the Hivites: HAM | CANAAN | HIVITES

27. Hivite: Known to the ancient Greeks as the Heuaios, and to Josephus as Eueus, this people moved 
from Canaan to the foothills of Lebanon during the Israelite conquest under Joshua. King Solomon was 
later to use Hivites as builders (see Map 4). (Refs: 1DB 2:615. NBD 529. JA l.vi.2. P 1:28)

Now the real name is Horites not Hivites. There is a reason why this name was changed.



Self Imposed Bondage:

Jos 9:6  And they went to Joshua unto the camp at Gilgal, and said unto him, and to the men of Israel, 
We be come from a far country: now therefore make ye a league with us. 
Jos 9:7  And the men of Israel said unto the Hivites, Peradventure ye dwell among us; and how shall 
we make a league with you? 
Jos_9:22,  The Gibeonites by craft obtain a league; They are condemned to perpetual bondage.
Here is a Some Detail On Chapter 10 Concerning the 5 Kings Of the Amorites:

Jos 10:5  Therefore the five kings of the Amorites, the king of Jerusalem, the king of Hebron, the king 
of Jarmuth, the king of Lachish, the king of Eglon, gathered themselves together, and went up, they and 
all their hosts, and encamped before Gibeon, and made war against it. 

The 5 KINGS of the Amorites that is all the kings of the Amorites attack Yahshua, because of the 
people that settles in Gibeon. They where angry at the Hivites/Horites because the surrendered to the 
Seed Of Yacob which full filled the Prophecy of GENESIS 9:26 
 
Jos 10:13  And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the people had avenged themselves upon 
their enemies. Is not this written in the book of Jasher? So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, 
and hasted not to go down about a whole day. 

Also notice how the sun stood still. This means they would not have the advantage of the Night or the 
power of the Moon.

Also this is very important:

Jos 10:22  Then said Joshua, Open the mouth of the cave, and bring out those five kings unto me out of 
the cave. 
Jos 10:23  And they did so, and brought forth those five kings unto him out of the cave, the king of 
Jerusalem, the king of Hebron, the king of Jarmuth, the king of Lachish, and the king of Eglon.

When you follow these cities throughout history you can trace the revenge of the Amorites.

Jos 10:26  And afterward Joshua smote them, and slew them, and hanged them on five trees: and they 
were hanging upon the trees until the evening. 

Jos 10:27  And it came to pass at the time of the going down of the sun, that Joshua commanded, and 
they took them down off the trees, and cast them into the cave wherein they had been hid, and laid 
great stones in the cave's mouth, which remain until this very day. 

Notice how Yahshua took down the dead before the Sun went down.

This should be the One Hour Mark Into the Broadcast:

The house of Yacob Usurped:

Okay now we are coming to the reason why I needed to do this broadcast and how this relates to 
our brothers of the Tribe of Benjamin. First lets take a look at this Prophecy in Genesis 9: 27



Gen 9:27  YAHUWAH shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem; and Canaan 
shall be his servant. 

So JAPHETH will become SHEM and enslave Canaan. Now I wonder when that happened? So how 
do you turn ASHKANZIM Germans of JAPHETH into Hebrews of SHEM? Lets keep digging so we 
can find out.

Lets revisit the description of the Amorites:

In Num_13:29 the Amorites are described as mountaineers, and in harmony with things, according to 
Professor Petrie's notes, the Egyptian artists represent them with fair complexions, blue eyes and light 
hair. It would, therefore, seem that they belonged to the Libyan race of northern Africa rather than to 
the Semitic stock.  (Okay now there is a problem. Eveyone knows that Ham is a black Nation. And we  
know from the geneology we have HAM | CANAAN | AMORITES, now how did these dark skinned  
woolly haired people, become fair complecated, blue eyed and light hair?  ”For the iniquity of the 
Amorites is not yet full.” Okay as you can see the Amorites have been usurped by a people known as 
the  mountaineers. Or the Artist that drew the figures are lying.

Now take a look at ESUA:
The inhabitants of Mt. Seir before its occupation by the Edomites (Deu_2:12). Seir is accordingly 
called Horite in Gen_36:20, Gen_36:30, where a list of his descendants is given, who afterward mixed 
with the invading Edomites. (So this is telling us that the Edomites and the Horites became one 
people. ) Esau himself married the daughter of the Horite chieftain Anah (Gen_36:25; see Gen_36:2, 
Note : where “Hivite” must be corrected into “Horite”)
Testament also traces of the existence of the Horites in other parts of the country besides Mt. Seir. Hor 
or Horite has sometimes been explained to mean “cave-dweller”; it more probably, however, denotes 
the “white” race. The Horites were Semites, and consequently are distinguished in Deu_2:12 from the 
tall race of Rephaim. 
Okay now we noticed this refrence to this ”white race” again. This definition also called the Horites 
Semites. Now if you are not paying attention this would pass you by remember how it gose: HAM | 
CANAAN | HIVITE and the Hivites are the HORITES. So there is somthing going on here that need to 
be explained.

Okay now we have two Hametic peoples turning from black people to white people. This next 
definition will give us a clue:

Well what dose Strongs tell us about this word Horites:
H2752  From H2356; cave dweller or troglodyte; a Chorite or aboriginal Idumaean: - Horims, Horites.
H2356 chor  chor khore, khore The same as H2352; a cavity, socket, den: - cave, hole.
H2352 chur  chur khoor, khoor From an unused root probably meaning to bore; the crevice of a 
serpent; the cell of a prison: - hole. (Okay Cave Dweller, the crevice of a Serpent, Hole.?) 

Now did you notice that word Idumaean this means Edomite. But this is not what you think Edom was 
not of the JAPHETIC Nation. Esua was a Hebrew 100% from his Father's Side and Mother's Side. He 
became Edom once he started to marry into other nations. So he became a Gentile he was not born one. 



Take a second look and see for youself. Remeber the truth is hidden for there benefit not ours. 

Now what about this Word Raphaim?
terrible one “hence “giant,” in 1Ch_20:4, הרפא ילידי, yelı« dhē ha-rāphā', “sons of the giant”; the King 
James Version, Rephaims): A race of aboriginal or early inhabitants East of the Jordan in Ashteroth 
karnaim (Gen_14:5) and in the valley of Rephaim Southwest of Jerusalem (Jos_15:8). They associated 
with other giant races, as the Emim and Anakim (Deu_2:10, Deu_2:11) and the Zamzummim 
(Deu_2:20). It is probable that they were all of the same stock, being given different names by the 
different tribes who came in contact with them. The same Hebrew word is rendered “the dead,” or 
“the shades” in various passages (Job_26:5 margin; Psa_88:10 margin; Pro_2:18 margin; Pro_9:18 
margin; Pro_21:16 margin; Isa_14:9 margin; Isa_26:14, Isa_26:19 margin). In these instances the word 
is derived from רפה, rāpheh, “weak,” “powerless,” “a shadow” or “shade.”  

Okay now when I first read this I was a bit confussed. How can a Giant be weak and powerless at the 
same time? What are these refrences to SHADE and DEATH?  OKAY?...before we loss our selves lets 
get a hold on things. We have to really put things into perspective. According to this we have a serious 
case of cross breading going on.
 
Now I was tring to avoid this because it's destracting, but I can't ignore the obvious. In this broadcast I 
was trying to trace the line of Benjamin from the root of the Amorites and it look like there is a lot 
more going on here then we know can ever imagine.
Now I know from Scriptures that you can trace the Niphilim to the Rephiam the Rephaim are a type of 
the Giants the last of the Rephaim was King Og of Bashan as stateted in Deutoronomy 3:1. So when 
say the definition of Rephaim is “a weak,” “powerless,” “ shadow” or “shade.” they are saying that this 
is a evil spirit. They are speaking about the dead. 

Okay now if you combine this with the worship of the idols, things start to become clear. As we read in 
Enoch the spirit of the Giants do not have places to lay there heads so this must mean they dwell in the 
rocks and cave in the Dark away from the Sun. So those that dance with the devil under the pale moon 
light are dancing with ancient spirits. So being bound to the earth is being bound to man, because man 
is of the dust of the earth right. 

So if the land of Gibeon that was inherited by the tribe Benjamin was infested with these beings, then 
this would explain why Benjamin is acking more like an enimy the a friend? So was the doorway of 
our destruction made thru the line of the Horites or someone else?

Jos 9:7  And the men of Israel said unto the Horites, Peradventure ye dwell among us; and how shall 
we make a league with you? So was this a good idea to let the Horites into the camp and en slave them?
Now ask this Question Should former Slaves own Slaves? Think about it is the most high trying 
to tell us somthing? If you say yes the is this how you read it? How it was TRANSLATED!

Okay now lets revisit: Samuel 21

2Sa 21:1  Then there was a famine in the days of David three years, year after year; and David 
enquired of the LORD. And the LORD answered, It is for Saul, and for his bloody house, because he 



slew the Gibeonites.  Okay now remmber there is no place in the WORD that talks about this 
event. So the real question is what is up with SAULS SEED. Lets just put it out there. We have 
Horite, Amorites, Rephaims and SAUL being a little to tall for a Hebrew, he is talking to sooth saveyer 
and commiting suicide. So what is the real reason King David never gave Sauls daughter Michal any 
children. Was he awhere of the Rephaim. Now here is the bigger question would Benjamin end up like 
he had if the seed of YACOB took care of there little brother? Was it our FAULT? Where did all this 
hate from Benjamin come from? Think about it Saul of Kish, Paul of Tartus, Menelius the high priest, 
the creation of Mordici, Esther and Purim? We rejected our brother Benjamin, but yet Moses marries 
Zipporah who was a Kenite. IAM a Benjaminte! That's the name of this broadcast. So the question I 
presented was is I am that I am AHYAH still apart of Benjamin? Well if he can absorbed a Kenite then 
he can do this for his own. So of course.

Now lets take a look at the events that brought us to where we are today:

Jdg 20:46  So that all which fell that day of Benjamin were twenty and five thousand men that drew 
the sword; all these were men of valour. 
Jdg 20:47  But six hundred men turned and fled to the wilderness unto the rock Rimmon, and abode in 
the rock Rimmon four months. (In to the Rimmon a CAVE)
Jdg 20:48  And the men of Israel turned again upon the children of Benjamin, and smote them with the 
edge of the sword, as well the men of every city, as the beast, and all that came to hand: also they set on 
fire all the cities that they came to. (Can you see what going on?)
Jdg 21:1  Now the men of Israel had sworn in Mizpeh, saying, There shall not any of us give his 
daughter unto Benjamin to wife. 
Jdg 21:2  And the people came to the house of YAH, and abode there till even before YAH, and lifted 
up their voices, and wept sore; 
Jdg 21:3  And said, O LORD God of Israel, why is this come to pass in Israel, that there should be to 
day one tribe lacking in Israel? (So at this point they gave up on Benjamin. They could have saved him 
he ony had 600 men they could rebuilt his house.)

Okay lets continue with Samuel 21 I want to bring you attention to what was the outcome of the tribe 
of Benjamin. Now keep in mind the Children Of Yacob are still not giving or taking wives of 
Benjamin, so this opens a door of anyone that would take advantage of his.

And it Reads:
2Sa 21:2  And the king called the Gibeonites, and said unto them; (now the Gibeonites were not of the 
children of Israel, but of the remnant of the Amorites; and the children of Israel had sworn unto them: 
and Saul sought to slay them in his zeal to the children of Israel and Judah.) 

2Sa 21:3  Wherefore David said unto the Gibeonites, What shall I do for you? and wherewith shall I 
make the atonement, that ye may bless the inheritance of the LORD? 

Okay now I really can't believe this was left in there. When you read this book someone decided 
to add this line:

 (now the Gibeonites were not of the children of Israel, but of the remnant of the Amorites; and the 
children of Israel had sworn unto them: and Saul sought to slay them in his zeal to the children of Israel 
and Judah.) 



Lets think about this. The Amorites are the enemy. The children of Yacob swore an oath to the Hivites 
not the Amorites, so where did they come from? They are telling us right here that this is the seed of 
Baal, because the Amorites are the Babylonians. So why is it so in or face?

Now to make another point check out this word they use REMNANT look at the definition:
Now you need to understand there are about 8 diffrent numbers that lead to this word REMNANT so 
they are pretty clear on what they mean here:

H3499 yether yeh'-ther יתר
Properly an overhanging, that is, (by implication) an excess, superiority, remainder; also a small rope 
(as hanging free): -  + abundant, cord, exceeding, excellency (-ent), what they leave, that hath left, 
plentifully, remnant, residue, rest, string, with.

H3498 yathar yaw-thar יתר
A primitive root; to jut over or exceed; by implication to excel; (intransitively) to remain or be left; 
causatively to leave, cause to abound, preserve: - excel, leave (a remnant), left behind, too much, make 
plenteous, preserve, (be, let) remain (-der, -ing, -nant), reserve, residue, rest.

Okay now in the Hebrew Filter we get the following:
WORK THROW WORSHIP | MARK SIGN SIGNATURE | FIRST BEGNNING TOP in another 
study I will show how this leads us right to the Amelakites

Now keep this in mind as I read this verses.

 (now the Gibeonites were not of the children of Israel, but of the remnant of the Amorites; and the 
children of Israel had sworn unto them: and Saul sought to slay them in his zeal to the children of Israel 
and Judah.)  You see the HIVITES where the Gibeonites not the Amorites. When you break this name 
down in Ancient Hebrew you get: 

2Sa 21:4  And the AMORITES said unto him, We will have no silver nor gold of Saul, nor of his 
house; neither for us shalt thou kill any man in Israel. And he said, What ye shall say, that will I do for 
you. 

2Sa 21:5  And they answered the king, The man that consumed us, and that devised against us that we 
should be destroyed from remaining in any of the coasts of Israel, 

2Sa 21:6  Let seven men of his sons be delivered unto us, and we will hang them up unto the LORD in 
Gibeah of Saul, whom the LORD did choose. And the king said, I will give them.  

Now the reason why I keep the words LORD here, because it seems like this is one of those Church 
father chapters. After a while you begin to see a pattern it's so subtle that it's obvious. Now remember 
the Characteristics of the deceiver is to BOAST. I am going to read the rest of this and see if you can 
spot the deception. 
 
2Sa 21:7  But the king spared Mephibosheth, the son of Jonathan the son of Saul, because of the 
LORD'S oath that was between them, between David and Jonathan the son of Saul



2Sa 21:8  But the king took the two sons of Rizpah the daughter of Aiah, whom she bare unto Saul, 
Armoni and Mephibosheth; and the five sons of Michal the daughter of Saul, whom she brought up for 
Adriel the son of Barzillai the Meholathite: (this name Meholathite have a root connection to dancing 
– remember Benjamin wive the dancing women of SHILOH)

2Sa 21:9  And he delivered them into the hands of the Gibeonites, and they hanged them in the hill 
before the LORD: and they fell all seven together, and were put to death in the days of harvest, in the 
first days, in the beginning of barley harvest. 

2Sa 21:10  And Rizpah the daughter of Aiah took sackcloth, and spread it for her upon the rock, from 
the beginning of harvest until water dropped upon them out of heaven, and suffered neither the birds of 
the air to rest on them by day, nor the beasts of the field by night. 

2Sa 21:11  And it was told David what Rizpah the daughter of Aiah, the concubine of Saul, had done. 

2Sa 21:12  And David went and took the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son from the men 
of Jabeshgilead, which had stolen them from the street of Bethshan, where the Philistines had hanged 
them, when the Philistines had slain Saul in Gilboa: 

2Sa 21:13  And he brought up from thence the bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son; and 
they gathered the bones of them that were hanged. 
Now we know that Yahshua would take the bones down from the tree before the sun went down. Why 
would David leave these man hanging on trees for 5 months. Something just is not right.

(Rest of broadcast I will speak about the Calendar.)


